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Abstract—This work presents a fully integrated GaN
gate driver in a 180nm HV BCD technology that utilizes
high-voltage energy storing (HVES) in an on-chip resonant
LC tank, without the need of any external capacitor. It
delivers up to 11nC gate charge at a 5V GaN gate, which
exceeds prior art by a factor of 45-83, supporting a broad
range of GaN transistor types. The stacked LC tank covers
an area of only 1.44mm2, which corresponds to a superior
value of 7.6nC/mm2.
In many applications like in renewable energy, elec-
trical cars, and home appliances GaN transistors are
utilized to achieve high switching frequencies, shrinking
down the size of passives. Also the gate driver circuits
are affected by the trend to IC-level integration.
Highly integrated gate drivers still require an external
buffer capacitor Cext in the range of 100nF to buffer the
drive voltage at turn-on, Fig. 1. In case of fast switching,
the effectiveness of Cext is severely reduced, as there is
always some parasitic inductance in series.
This drawback can be overcome by integrating the
buffer capacitor. Although GaN transistors beneﬁt from
10x smaller gate charge QG compared to silicon, previ-
ous designs support only small gate charges in the range
of less than 1nC [1]–[3].
The presented fully integrated GaN gate driver [4]
(Fig. 1 bottom), comprises a high-voltage energy storing
(HVES) circuit, consisting of an LC-tank (LHV, CHV).
At driver turn-on, the energy, stored in the high-voltage
buffer capacitor CHV discharges resonantly over LHV
and the active rectiﬁer and delivers a current pulse with
the required gate charge onto GaN gate. The driver has
been implemented in a 180nm BCD technology. A gate
charge of up to 11nC can be provided, which is 13x
more compared to a conventional 5V capacitor with the
same layout size and 40% more than the concept in [2].
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Fig. 1. Conventional gate driver (top left), proposed gate driver
(bottom) and inductor / capacitor placement (top right).
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